We have been operating this press for over 15 years. *Chronicles* are printed for both letter and bundle distribution. The electronic edition goes out as E-BOOKS.

Transparencies are printed out, and then taken to the print shop for layout. From the layout of the transparencies, plates are burned for the press.

The production and distribution of the *African Chronicles* begins at the offices of Africa International Missions with the writing of each monthly issue by Roger E. Dickson.

Once the *African Chronicles* come off the press, the then go to folding for envelopes and packaging in boxes to be shipped to distribution centers worldwide.

From the mailing list, each envelope is addressed, and then postage is added. Once postalized, each envelope is stuffed with four *Chronicles*.

The printed edition is distributed to individuals through letters. Mail bags of *Chronicles* are sent to distribution centers throughout the world. Thousands go out as E-BOOKS.

Postcard pictures by R.E. Dickson, Africa International Missions, P.O. Box 1919, Bellville 7535, South Africa (rdickson@mweb.co.za – +27 21 987 3332, +27 21 987 3339)